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Measuring municipal financial distress
What is municipal financial distress? When is a municipality in distress? How does financial
distress relate to financial crisis that requires external intervention?

The National Treasury (NT) published a report in 2018 which
says that 128 of South Africa’s 257 municipalities are ‘financially
distressed’. A municipality is in financial distress when it has
poor cash flow and debt management.
According to NT, financial distress is not equivalent to financial
crisis, but could be a symptom. The distinction has important
practical implications. Section 139 of the Constitution permits
provinces to intervene to address financial distress but

compels provinces or national government to intervene when
there is a financial crisis. Financial crisis must trigger external
intervention.
The diagram correlates the NT’s list of municipalities in
distress (128) with other lists of municipalities that arguably
are in financial crisis: municipalities that are unable to spend
their grant for basic infrastructure effectively (MISA); are
subject to provincial intervention (s139), including mandatory
intervention, due to financial crisis (s139m); are in default to
Eskom or Water Boards; or persistently receive adverse audit
opinions, disclaimers or fail to submit to auditing (ADF).
In the diagram, the number appearing at the intersection of
two lists is the number of municipalities that are on both.
The stronger the correlation (and therefore the greater its
significance), the larger the circle and darker its colour.
There are strong correlations between municipalities in
financial distress and in default to Eskom (17 of 19) and Water
Boards (19 of 28) and in breach of audit rules (27 of 46). There
is thus a high probability that if a municipality persistently
defaults on payments to a bulk supplier and/or persistently
breaches audit rules, strong grounds for mandatory
intervention will exist.
Given that high probability, the weak correlations between
those problems and actual section 139 interventions (in
particular mandatory) point to a ‘failure to intervene’ that
must be explained. That deficit also suggests that the system
of provincial and national supervision of local government
under section 139 is not working as well as it could.
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